
Lokotrack® mobile crushers

Hydraulic oil 
bypass filter Extend the life of your hydraulic components and improve your 

system reliability with the Metso Outotec hydraulic oil bypass filter.

The Metso Outotec hydraulic filter bypass system for 
Lokotracks improves the cleanliness and quality of 
hydraulic oil by filtering the oil through a very dense filter 
element of 0,5 µ. By using small consistent oil flow that 
is directed from the pump pressure line, the filter can 
operate passively while the engine is running. This way, 
you can improve the quality of the hydraulic oil without 
stopping the operation.

Suitability
The Metso Outotec hydraulic oil bypass filter has an 
easy bolt-on installation for new equipment, as well as a 
simple retrofit for older units. This allows for the filter to 
be suitable for a variety of Lokotrack systems. 

The kit includes a complete filter unit with pressure 
gauge, pre-assembled pressure and tank line hoses with 
required connections, and a fixing kit for the filter unit 
(bracket included in retrofit version kits). 

Extended oil change interval
The hydraulic oil bypass filter may also extend the oil life 
and thus, the change interval could be extended. The 
extended oil change interval is based on an oil analysis 
of 2000 hours. If the following criteria is fulfilled, the oil 
use can be extended for 1000 hours without oil change: 
• Particle contamination 20/18/15 or better (according to 
ISO 4406) 
• Water concentration less than 200 ppm 
• Viscosity change max. ±10 % (ISO VG 46: ±4,6 cSt)

Benefits
• Improved cleanliness
• Higher quality hydraulic oil
• Increased system reliability
• Longer wear life of 

hydraulic components

1. Bypass filter 
2. Pressure line 
3. Tank line

Filter assembly fits all models. Available spare parts include the oil 
filter element (MM0453592), the pressure gauge (MM0453530) and 
the flow control valve (MM0453598).A
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Partner for positive change

Hydraulic oil bypass filter: Quick data

Equipment NEW (ready installation points) Retrofit solution

LT96 - -

LT200HP X X

LT220GP X X

LT1110 X X

LT1213(S) X X

LT106 X X

LT116 X X

LT120 X X

LT120E X X

LT7150SE X X
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